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provided in this document is provided “as is” and is believed to be accurate, but is presented
without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, except as provided in Tanium’s
customer sales terms and conditions. Unless so otherwise provided, Tanium assumes no
liability whatsoever, and in no event shall Tanium or its suppliers be liable for any indirect,
special, consequential, or incidental damages, including without limitation, lost profits or loss
or damage to data arising out of the use or inability to use this document, even if Tanium Inc.
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
Any IP addresses used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses. Any
examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in
this document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses in
illustrative content is unintentional and coincidental.
Please visit https://docs.tanium.com for the most current Tanium product documentation.
This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including
hardware and software), and services provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With
respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such
items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third
Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your
access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable
agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with
Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates
shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any
such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination
of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of
any third party intellectual property rights.
Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards to make interaction with Tanium
software more intuitive and to accelerate the time to success. To ensure high accessibility
standards, Tanium complies with the U.S. Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1998. We have conducted third-party accessibility assessments over the
course of product development for many years, and most recently a comprehensive audit
against the WCAG 2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules was completed in
September 2019. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis
as part of a larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.
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As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to
identify potential gaps in compliance with accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to
making best efforts to address any gaps quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the issue
and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored into the ongoing delivery schedule of
features and releases with our existing resources.
Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium
modules and assistive technology requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to
the Tanium customer community and we are committed to prioritizing these compliance
efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium maintains transparency on our
progress and milestones and welcomes any further questions or discussion around this work.
Contact your TAM, sales representative, or email accessibility@tanium.com to make further
inquiries.
Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks
mentioned are the property of their respective owners.
© 2020 Tanium Inc. All rights reserved.
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Performance overview
With Performance, you can monitor, investigate, and remediate endpoint performance
problems.
Configure profiles to define events for specified computer groups. You can define event
rules to monitor critical metrics related to hardware resource consumption, application
health, and system health.
You can visualize the problems that have occurred across your environment and the
commonalities between them on the Events page. Proactively resolving these problems can
improve end-user productivity.
To troubleshoot an issue with a single endpoint, use Tanium™ Direct Connect. There, you
can view live and historical process-level data from a single endpoint. This data can help
you quickly troubleshoot or understand the impact of software and hardware changes on
performance.

Profiles and Events
Profiles define events for specified computer groups. For each profile, you can select
computer groups to monitor and rules that determine when an event occurs.
Events are generated when an endpoint experiences the conditions that you defined in an
event rule in a profile.
When a profile targets an endpoint, tools are distributed to that endpoint to collect and
monitor performance data. Data is collected every 15 seconds and stored for 15 days. This
local data store is queried when you analyze events in Performance.
For example, you might want to know when available memory falls below a certain
threshold on specific computers. You can create a profile with an Available Memory is less
than 250 MB event rule and set the target for that profile to a computer group you want to
monitor. When you analyze events in Performance, memory events are reported if any
endpoints that you are targeting had less than 250 MB of available memory during the time
frame (scope) that you selected for analysis.
The Events page displays charts that provide a high-level overview of events in the
environment. You can also see a list of the specific endpoints that experienced a particular
event (such as low memory) to identify and investigate issues in your environment. For
more information, see Analyzing events.
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Event rules
Event rules determine what conditions cause targeted endpoints to report events.
Performance includes these event rules:
l

Application Crashes

l

Available Memory

l

CPU Critical

l

Disk Capacity

l

Disk Latency

l

System Crashes

You can select heuristics for some event rules. For example, if you add the Disk Latency
event rule, you can monitor Read Latency or Write Latency. If either heuristic is reached,
the event rule is triggered.
For more information, see Reference: Event rules.

Integration with other Tanium products
Performance integrates with other Tanium products to provide additional features and
reporting.

Direct Connect
Use Direct Connect to view live and historical data on endpoints to troubleshoot issues. For
more information, see Connecting directly to endpoints.

Trends
Performance has built in integration with Tanium™ Trends for additional reporting of
related data. The Trends initial gallery features a board that provides data visualizations of
Performance concepts.
Performance board
Contains a Performance Events panel that displays the Performance events that
occurred in the past 30 days. Also includes an Event Composition panel, which
displays the number of Performance events that were reported in the past day
broken down by type of event: Available Memory, CPU Critical, Disk Capacity, Disk
Latency, and System Crashes.
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For more information about how to import the Trends boards that are provided by
Performance, see Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the initial gallery.
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Succeeding with Performance
Follow these best practices to achieve maximum value and success with Tanium
Performance. These steps align with the key benchmark metrics: increasing Performance
coverage across endpoints and reducing the number of endpoints with critical
performance events.

Step 1: Gain organizational effectiveness
☐ Develop a dedicated Change management on page 15 process.
☐ Define distinct roles and responsibilities in a RACI chart on page 15.
☐ Validate cross-functional Organizational alignment on page 23.
☐ Track Operational metrics on page 18.

Step 2: Install Tanium modules
☐ Install Tanium Direct Connect. See Tanium Direct Connect User Guide: Installing Direct
Connect.
☐ Install Tanium Performance. See Installing Performance on page 33.
☐ Install Tanium Trends. See Tanium Trends User Guide: Installing Trends.
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☐ Import the Performance board from the Trends initial gallery. See Tanium Trends User
Guide: Importing the initial gallery. If you installed Trends using the Apply Tanium
recommended configurations option, the Performance board is automatically imported
after the Performance service account is configured.

Step 3: Configure Performance
☐ Configure the Performance service account. See Installing Performance on page 33.
If you install Performance using the
Apply Tanium recommended
configurations option, the service
account is automatically set to the
account that you used to install
Performance.
☐ Configure Direct Connect. See Tanium Direct Connect User Guide: Import and configure
Direct Connect with custom settings.
If you install Direct Connect using
the Apply Tanium recommended
configurations option, Direct
Connect is automatically
configured. Verify that the Fully
Qualified Domain Name setting in
the Endpoint Connection settings
was set correctly to a domain name
that resolves to the Module Server
from all endpoints.
☐ Set the action groups for Performance and Direct Connect. See Installing Performance
on page 33 and Tanium Direct Connect User Guide: Configure the Direct Connect action
group.
If you install Performance and
Direct Connect using the Apply
Tanium recommended
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configurations option, the
Performance action group is set to
these computer groups: All
Windows, All Linux, and All Mac
and the Direct Connect action
group is set to All Computers.

Step 4: Configure a profile
☐ Create a profile. See Configuring profiles on page 37.
In the profile, configure event rules and retention settings, choose thresholds and
durations for event reporting, and target the profile at a computer group.
If you install Performance using the
Apply Tanium recommended
configurations option, a profile is
created with the default event rule
configuration and retention
settings that targets All
Computers.

Step 5: Investigate performance problems in your environment
☐ Review the Events page and look for common patterns across your environment. See
Analyzing Events.

Step 6: Connect to endpoints and troubleshoot issues
☐ Look for endpoints with the most severe performance issues, or issues that require indepth investigation.
For example, you might want to investigate an endpoint that is reporting a high number of
system crashes, an application that is crashing often, or a computer model that is
associated with a high number of disk capacity events. Connect to the endpoints using
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Direct Connect to troubleshoot and investigate the issues using live and historical data
from the endpoint. See Connecting directly to endpoints.
☐ Use Direct Connect to troubleshoot issues on endpoints and gather data to respond to
help desk tickets.

Step 7: Monitor Performance metrics
☐ From the Trends menu, click Boards and then click Performance to view the
Performance Coverage and Endpoints with Critical Performance Events panels.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Performance Coverage on page 80.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Endpoints with Critical Performance Events on page 81.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
The four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value that is delivered by
Performance are as follows:
l

l
l

l

Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page
15.
Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 15.
Track operational maturity and operating metrics over time. See Operational metrics
on page 18.
Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 23.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process for endpoint performance
monitoring activities, taking into account the new capabilities provided by Tanium.
l

l

l

Create and integrate a Tanium-specific change management process with updated
service-level agreements (SLAs) from identification to resolution of endpoint
performance issues.
Identify key resources in the organization to review and approve changes to endpoint
performance requirements that ensure a minimal number of events per endpoint and
align with an organizational-specific RACI chart.
Align activities to key resources for Tanium-managed endpoint performance activities
across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk / Compliance.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted,
and Informed, and serves as a guideline to describe the key activities across the security,
risk/compliance, and operations teams. Every organization has specific business processes
and IT organization demands. The following table represents Tanium’s point of view for
how organizations should align functional resources against endpoint performance. Use
the following table as a baseline example.
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Task

IT Security IT
IT
Executive
Operations Risk/Compliance

Rationale

Identify
endpoint
performance
issue

-

R/A

-

-

The operations
team is
responsible for
identifying
endpoint
performance
issues.

Troubleshoot
endpoint
performance
issue

C

R/A

-

-

The operations
team
troubleshoots
endpoint
performance
issues and
consults with the
security team on
the
troubleshooting
process.

Scope the
impact of
performance
issue

C

R/A

-

-

The operations
team scopes the
impact of
performance
issues and
consults with the
IT Security team
on the scoping
process.

Remediate
affected
endpoints

C

R/A

-

-

The operations
team remediates
affected endpoints
and consults with
the security team
on the
remediation
process.
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Task

IT Security IT
IT
Executive
Operations Risk/Compliance

Rationale

Ongoing
monitoring

I

A/R

-

I

The operations
team monitors for
endpoint
performance
issues and informs
the executive and
security teams of
results.

Reporting

I

R

-

A

The operations
teams is
responsible for
reporting, and the
executive team is
accountable for
the task. The
security team is
informed of all
reports.

Figure 1: Standard Performance workflow
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Operational metrics
Performance maturity
Managing an endpoint performance program successfully includes operationalization of
the technology and measuring success through key benchmarking metrics. The four key
processes to measure and guide operational maturity of your Tanium Performance
program are as follows:
Process

Description

Usage

how and when Tanium Performance is used in your organization; for example, is
Performance the only tool or is it a supplemental tool for another legacy tool

Automation

how automated Tanium Performance is, and how well is it used in the
automation of other systems

Functional
Integration

how integrated Tanium Performance is, across security, operations, and
risk/compliance teams

Reporting

how data from Tanium Performance is consumed by people and systems within
the organization

Benchmark metrics
In addition to the key endpoint performance monitoring processes, the key benchmark
metrics that align to the operational maturity of the Tanium Performance program to
achieve maximum value and success are as follows:
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Executive
Metrics

Performance Coverage

Endpoints with Critical
Performance Events in the Past
Day

Description

Returns the number of endpoints in
each of these categories:

The percentage of endpoints with a
critical performance event in the last 24
hours. Critical performance events
include system crashes, low disk
capacity, and application crashes.

l

l

l

Optimal: Endpoints where
Performance is operational
Needs attention: Endpoints that
do not have the Performance tools
installed, are not targeted by a
profile, or do not have a supported
version of the Tanium Client
installed
Unsupported: Endpoints with an
operating system version that is not
supported by Performance

For steps to investigate endpoints
that are categorized as Needs
Attention or Unsupported, see
Monitor and troubleshoot
Performance Coverage.
For operating system and Tanium
Client versions supported by
Performance, see Requirements.
Instrumentation

Uses the Performance Coverage Status sensor to
determine the endpoints where
Performance is optimal, needs
attention, and is unsupported.

The number of endpoints that had a
critical performance event in the past
day divided by the total number of
endpoints that are managed by
Performance.

Why this metric
matters

If Performance is not running on all of
your endpoints, you do not have
visibility into what problems they are
having, which risks more downtime and
less productivity for critical systems
and end users.

Teams should minimize the number
of performance problems that users
experience.
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With this metric, you can get a
complete view of end user experience
by looking at both the fraction of
endpoints experiencing performance
problems and how many problems
each of these endpoints experience.
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Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Performance in your
organization.
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Proces
s

Usage

Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimize
d)

Performance
configured

Performance
used by
exception to
troubleshoo
t issues with
individual
endpoints

Performance
used to
troubleshoo
t issues with
individual
endpoints

Performance
used to
proactively
and
reactively
troubleshoo
t issues; data
from
Performance
occasionally
drives
strategic
decisions
and
identifies
cost
efficiencies

Performance
used to
proactively
and
reactively
troubleshoot
issues; data
from
Performance
often drives
strategic
decisions and
identifies cost
efficiencies
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Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimize
d)

Automation

Manual

Manual

Manual

Partial
automation
to resolve
end user
problems on
an ongoing
basis

Partial
automation
to resolve
end user
problems on
an ongoing
basis

Functional
integration

Functionally
siloed

Occasionally
consult with
other teams
to
troubleshoo
t tickets

Multiple
teams use
Performance
to
troubleshoo
t and report
on end user
experience;

Multiple
teams use
Performance
to
troubleshoo
t and report
on end user
experience;

Multiple
teams use
Performance
to
troubleshoot
and report
on end user
experience;

Performanc
e integrated
with ITSM
or Business
Analytics
tools

Performanc
e integrated
with ITSM
or Business
Analytics
tools

Performance
integrated
with ITSM or
Business
Analytics
tools

Automated;
reporting for
IT Help Desk,
End User
Computing,
and
Operational
Leadership
teams

Automated;
reporting for
IT Help Desk,
End User
Computing,
and
Operational
Leadership
teams

Automated;
reporting for
IT Help Desk,
End User
Computing,
and
Operational
Leadership
teams

Reporting

Manual
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Trends
boards
imported
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Metrics

Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimize
d)

Performanc
e Coverage

<70%

70-79%

80-89%

90-99%

>99%

Percent of
Endpoints
with Events
in the Past
Day

>40%

30-40%

20-30%

10-20%

<10%

Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for
high-fidelity endpoint data and unified endpoint management. Tanium provides a common
data schema that enables security, operations, and risk/compliance teams to assure that
they are acting on a common set of facts that are delivered by a unified platform.
In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in
litigating data quality instead of making decisions to improve endpoint performance
monitoring processes.
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Performance requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Performance.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for Performance, make sure that your environment meets the
following requirements.
Component

Requirement

Tanium™ Core Platform

7.2 or later

Tanium™ Client

l

7.2.314.3211 or later

l

7.4.1.1955 or later
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Component

Requirement

Tanium products

If you clicked the Install with
Recommended Configurations button
when you installed Performance, the Tanium
Server automatically installed all your
licensed modules at the same time.
Otherwise, you must manually install the
modules that Performance requires to
function, as described under Tanium
Console User Guide: Manage Tanium
modules.

The following modules are optional, but
Performance requires the specified
minimum versions to work with them:
l

l

Tanium Direct Connect 1.1.0 or later (1.3.0
or later to kill processes or browse files on
an endpoint)
Tanium Trends 2.4.0 or later

If you are using any of the following
Tanium™ modules that use the Tanium™
Client Recorder Extension, you must use
the specified versions:
l

l
l

l

Tanium™ Integrity Monitor 1.7.0.0035 or
later
Tanium™ Map 1.1.1.0006 or later
Tanium™ Threat Response 1.2.0.0037 or
later
Tanium™ Trace 2.9.0.0035 or later

Endpoints
Supported operating systems
The following endpoint operating systems are supported with Performance.
l

Windows 7 and later

l

macOS 10.11 and later

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.x, 7.x
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l

CentOS 6.x, 7.x

Support for specific metrics varies by operating system. For more information, see
Reference: Event Rules.

Disk space requirements
Endpoints must have at least 500 megabytes (MB) available in free disk space.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Performance.

Ports
The following ports are required for Performance communication.
Source

Destination Port

Protocol Purpose

Tanium
Client
(internal)

Module
Server

17475 TCP

Used by the Module Server for endpoint
connections to internal clients.

Tanium
Client
(external)

Zone Server1

17486 TCP

Used by the Zone Server for endpoint connections
to external clients.
The default port number is 17486. If needed, you
can specify a different port number when you
configure the Zone Proxy.

Zone
Server1

Module
Server

17487 TCP

Used by the Zone Server for Module Server
connections.
The default port number is 17487. If needed, you
can specify a different port number when you
configure the Zone Proxy.

17488 TCP

Allows communication between the Zone Server
and the Module Server. On TanOS, the Direct
Connect Zone Proxy installer automatically opens
port 17488 on the Zone Server. This port must be
manually opened on Windows.

1 These ports are required only when you use a Zone Server.

For more information about the ports required for Direct Connect, see Direct Connect User
Guide: Host and network security requirements.
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Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system
processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium
processes to run without interference.
Table 1: Performance security exclusions
Target
Device

Notes

Process

Tanium
Module
Server

<Module Server>\services\performance\node.exe

Windows x86
and x64
endpoints

<Tanium
Client>\Tools\Performance\TaniumTSDB.exe

<Module Server>\services\event-service\twsm.exe

7.2.x clients

<Tanium Client>\Python27\TPython.exe

7.4.x clients

<Tanium Client>\Python38\TPython.exe

7.4.x clients

<Tanium Client>\Python38\*.dll
<Tanium Client>\TaniumCX.exe

macOS and
Linux (x86
and x64)
endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Performance/TaniumTSDB
7.2.x clients

<Tanium Client>/python27/python

7.4.x clients

<Tanium Client>/python38/python
<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX
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User role requirements
Table 2: Performance user role privileges
Privilege

Show
Performance

Performance Performanc Performanc Performanc Performanc
Administrato e Operator2 e Read Only e Service
e User2
r2
User2
Account3
1

1

1

View
Performanc
e
workbench.
Performance
Administer
View all
pages in
Performanc
e. Update
settings,
profiles,
and the
service
account
credentials.
Can
generate
and retrieve
a support
bundle.
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Privilege

Performance
Kill Process

Performance Performanc Performanc Performanc Performanc
Administrato e Operator2 e Read Only e Service
e User2
r2
User2
Account3
1

Kill
endpoint
processes
when you
connect to
an endpoint
through
Performanc
e.
Performance
File Download
Download a
file from an
endpoint
that you
connect to
through
Performanc
e.
Performance
Direct
Connect Read

1

Connect to
an endpoint
using Direct
Connect
and read
data from
that
endpoint.
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Privilege

Performance
Event Read

Performance Performanc Performanc Performanc Performanc
Administrato e Operator2 e Read Only e Service
e User2
r2
User2
Account3
1

View
performanc
e events.
Performance
Profile Read

1

1

1

1

View
performanc
e profiles.
Performance
Profile Write
Create or
modify
performanc
e profiles.
Performance
Settings Read
View
performanc
e settings.
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Privilege

Performance Performanc Performanc Performanc Performanc
Administrato e Operator2 e Read Only e Service
e User2
r2
User2
Account3

Performance
Components
Manage
Manage
back-end
component
s for
Performanc
e, such as
actions.
1

Denotes an implicit permission that is provided by a privilege with a higher permission level.
For example, a write permission provides an implicit read permission.
2

Also provides the Direct Connect Session Read and Direct Connect Session Write privileges
for the Direct Connect shared service.
3

Also provides the Trends Integration Service Account privilege.

Table 3: Provided Advanced user role permissions for Tanium 7.1.314.3071 or later
Permission

Content Set Performance Performance Performance Performance
for
Administrator Operator
Service
User
Permission
Account

Ask Dynamic
Questions
Read Sensor

Reserved

Read Sensor

Base

Read Sensor

Performance

Read Sensor

Hardware

Read Plugin

Performance

Execute Plugin

Performance
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Permission

Content Set Performance Performance Performance Performance
for
Administrator Operator
Service
User
Permission
Account

Read Saved
Question

Reserved

Read Saved
Question

Base

Read Saved
Question

Performance

Read Saved
Question

Hardware

Read Filter
Group

Reserved

Read Filter
Group

Default Filter
Groups

Read Filter
Group

Performance
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Installing Performance
Use the Tanium Solutions page to install Performance and choose either automatic or
manual configuration:
l

l

Automatic configuration with default settings (Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later
only): Performance is installed with any required dependencies and other selected
products. After installation, the Tanium Server automatically configures the
recommended default settings. This option is the best practice for most deployments.
For details about the automatic configuration for Performance, see Import and
configure Performance with default settings on page 33.
Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Performance, you must
manually configure required settings. Select this option only if Performance requires
settings that differ from the recommended default settings. For more information,
see Import and configure Performance with custom settings on page 34.

Best Practice: Use the Automatic configuration with default settings option.

Before you begin
l

Read the release notes.

l

Review the Performance requirements on page 24.

l

If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrade Performance.

Import and configure Performance with default settings
When you import Performance with automatic configuration, the following default settings
are configured:
l

l

l

l

The Performance service account is set to the account that you used to import the
module.
The Performance action group is set to the computer groups All Windows, All
Linux, and All Mac.
A profile is created with the default event rule configuration that targets All
Computers.
Performance tools and profiles are deployed to targeted endpoints.
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To import Performance and configure default settings, be sure to select the Apply Tanium
recommended configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console
User Guide: Manage Tanium modules. After the import, verify that the correct version is
installed: see Verify Performance version on page 36.

Import and configure Performance with custom settings
To import Performance without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to clear
the Apply Tanium recommended configurations check box while performing the steps in
Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium modules. After the import, verify that the
correct version is installed: see Verify Performance version on page 36.

Configure the Performance action group
The action group defines the set of endpoints to which you are deploying the Performance
- Tools package. By default, the Computer Group Targets setting for the Performance
action group is set to No Computers. Set the action group to All Computers or any
computer group that you have defined.
Best Practice: As a best practice, include only endpoints with operating systems that
are supported by Performance in this action group.

IMPORTANT: Only endpoints that are members of this action group can be targets of
profiles because the Performance - Distribute Tools [<operating system>] action
distributes the necessary tools exclusively to those endpoints. Metric collection
begins when these tools and profiles are installed on an endpoint.
1. From the Performance Home page, in the Configure Performance section, click the
Add Computer Groups step and click Add Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer groups that you want to include in the action group. If you select
multiple computer groups, choose an operand (AND or OR) to combine the groups.
Best Practice: Ensure that all operating systems supported by Performance are
included in the Performance action group.
3. Click Save.
4. If prompted, enter your password and click OK.
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Configure the Performance service account
You must create and configure a Performance service account to run several background
processes, such as creating the actions to distribute the Performance - Tools package. This
user must have the following roles and access configured:
l

l

Performance Components Manage permission, which the Performance Service
Account role provides.
Access granted to the computer groups that provide input to Performance reports.
For more information about assigning computer groups to a user, see Tanium Core
Platform User Guide: Assign computer groups to a user.

1. From the Performance Home page, in the Configure Performance section, click the
Configure Service Account step and click Configure Service Account.
2. Enter the Tanium credentials and click Set Credentials.
Note: You can also set or update the service account from the Performance
settings. From the Performance Home page, click Settings , and update the
service account settings in the Service Account section. Click Set Credentials.
For more information about Performance privileges, see User role requirements.

Configure Profiles
Profiles define performance events for specified computer groups.
1. From the Performance Home page, in the Configure Performance section, click the
Configure Profiles step and click Go to Profiles.
The Profiles page displays.
2. Create and prioritize profiles. For more information, see Configuring profiles.

(Optional) Install and configure Direct Connect
If you want to connect directly to endpoints to see live and historical performance data,
install and configure Direct Connect.
Note: You must have the Performance Direct Connect Read and Show Direct
Connect privileges to use Direct Connect in Performance.
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1. From the Performance Home page, in the Configure Performance section, click the
Install Direct Connect step and click Install Direct Connect.
2. Click Import.
3. If prompted, enter your password and click OK.
4. Configure Direct Connect. You must configure Direct Connect before you can connect
to endpoints from Performance. For more information, see Direct Connect User
Guide: Configure Direct Connect.
For more information about using Direct Connect with Performance, see Connecting
directly to endpoints.

Upgrade Performance
Upgrade Performance to the latest version from the Tanium Solutions page.
For the steps to upgrade Performance, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium
modules. After the upgrade, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify
Performance version on page 36.
Note: In Performance 1.3.0 and later, you can configure Retention Settings to
specify the Database maximum size and Database maximum days. Profiles created
in Performance 1.2.1 and earlier do not include this setting. After you upgrade to
Performance 1.3.0 or later, you can add this setting to a profile that you created in an
earlier version by editing the profile, specifying the Retention Settings, and saving
the profile.

Verify Performance version
After you import or upgrade Performance, verify that the correct version is installed:
1. Refresh your browser.
2. From the Main menu, click Performance to open the Performance Home page.
3. To display version information, click Info
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Configuring profiles
Profiles define events for targeted computer groups. For each profile, configure event rules
and select the target computer groups to which the event rules apply.
Profiles and the event rules that they contain do not determine what data is collected on
endpoints. The same data is monitored on all endpoints that a profile targets. Profiles
determine which conditions on the endpoint generate a negative performance event.
Best Practice: Minimize the total number of profiles in your environment. For
example, you might want to have two profiles: one for standard workstations and
one for high-profile workstations because you want to set stricter thresholds for the
heuristics on high-profile workstations. As a best practice, do not create multiple
profiles with the same event rules and thresholds as a way to organize the endpoints
that you are monitoring. Instead, on the Events page, you can filter results by
computer groups to analyze the data.

Note: In Performance 1.3.0 and later, you can configure Retention Settings to
specify the Database maximum size and Database maximum days. Profiles created
in Performance 1.2.1 and earlier do not include this setting. After you upgrade to
Performance 1.3.0 or later, you can add this setting to a profile that you created in an
earlier version by editing the profile, specifying the Retention Settings, and saving
the profile.

Create a profile
1. From the Performance menu, click Profiles > Create New Profile.
2. In the Details section, specify the Profile Name and optional Description.
3. In the Target section, select the computer groups to which the event rules in the
profile apply.
Best Practice: Ensure that the computer groups in your profiles cover all of
your endpoints.
4. In the Retention section, specify the Database maximum size and Database
maximum days.
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These settings determine the maximum amount of space that the Performance
database can use on the endpoint and the maximum number of days of historical
data that can be stored on an endpoint.
Note:
l

l

l

The data storage on the endpoint is limited by size or by time, whichever
is reached first.
The database maximum size setting limits only the size of the metrics
time-series database. Due to the overhead of tools and other supporting
files, the total storage used will be slightly higher than this value.
The minimum allowed value for the Database maximum size is 100 MB
and the minimum allowed value for the Database maximum days is 1
day. The default values are 1000 MB and 15 days.

5. In the Event Rules section, all event rules are selected by default: Application
Crashes, Available Memory, CPU Critical, Disk Capacity, Disk Latency, and System
Crashes. If needed, cancel the selection for any event rules that you do not want to
monitor.
6. Select and configure the heuristics for each event rule.
For more information, see Reference: Event Rules.
7. Click Save.
When you save a profile, packages and scheduled actions are created to distribute the
profile to endpoints. The profiles should be distributed within an hour, and metric
monitoring and collection begins after the profile is placed on an endpoint. Any events that
occur on the targeted endpoints based on the configured profile display on the Events
page. For more information, see Analyzing events.

Set the priority of profiles
All profiles are exclusive, meaning that only one profile can be in effect on an endpoint at a
given time. If you target multiple profiles with the same event rules to a particular endpoint,
Performance must resolve the conflict to decide which profile to apply.
If two or more profiles target an endpoint with the same event rules, only the highest
priority profile is applied.
Set the prioritization of profiles to determine which profile is applied if a conflict exists.
The Profiles page shows the current priority for each profile.
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1. From the Performance menu, click Profiles > Prioritize Profiles.
Note: The Prioritize Profiles button displays only when you have two or more
profiles configured.
2. Drag and drop the profiles into the order that you want. The profile with the highest
priority is at the top of the list.
3. Click Save.
4. Enter your credentials and click OK to confirm the changes.

Modify a profile
1. From the Performance menu, click Profiles.
2. Click the name of the profile that you want to edit.
3. Modify the profile.
a. Edit existing event rules as needed.
b. Click Delete
the profile.

to remove any event rules that you do not want to configure for

Note: You cannot delete the Application Crashes or System Crashes
rules.
c. To add a previously deleted event rule to the profile, select the event rule from
the Rules drop-down list.
4. Click Save.
5. Enter your credentials and click OK to confirm the changes.

Delete a profile
1. From the Performance menu, click Profiles.
2. Select the profile that you want to delete. Click Delete.
3. Enter your credentials and click OK to confirm the deletion.
The Performance - Remove Profile [Operating System] action runs on
endpoints that were previously targeted by the profile.
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Analyzing events
A targeted endpoint reports an event after experiencing the conditions that you defined in
an event rule in a profile. The Events page displays charts that provide more information
about events in your environment.

View the Events page
1. From the Performance menu, click Events.
2. Specify the computer group for which you want to see events in the Define Computer
Groups field.
3. Select a time period for the displayed events from the Scope menu:
l Past day (default value)
l

Past hour

l

Past 4 hours

l

Past 8 hours

l

Past 2 days

l

Past week

4. If you changed the default values, click Get Results.
The Events page refreshes and displays the events that match the specified parameters.
The Events page displays only events that occurred on endpoints targeted by a profile
during the specified Scope. If no events occurred during the specified scope, or no profile
is configured to monitor for events of that type, the chart for that event type displays No
data to display.

Targeted Endpoint Status
The Targets section displays a high-level overview of the current configuration status of
targeted endpoints:
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Total Endpoints Targeted
Displays the total number of endpoints that are currently targeted by a profile.
Configured
Displays the total number of endpoints that have the necessary configuration in place
for metric collection. They are targeted by a profile and the Performance tools are
installed.
Not Configured
Displays the total number of endpoints that do not have the necessary configuration
in place for metric collection. They might not be targeted by a profile, or they might
be missing the Performance tools.
Click View question results in Interact in this section to open the question results in
Tanium™ Interact. From there, you can drill down into the results to determine which
specific endpoints are missing the required configuration or profile.

View all events
Click the All tab in the charts section to display charts with all reported events for the
defined computer groups during the time frame that you selected in the Scope parameter.
Two charts display that show a summary of the reported events:
Event Rule Breakdown
This chart displays the number of endpoints that reported each type of event: CPU,
Memory, Disk Capacity, Disk Latency, App Crashes, and System Crashes. Each bar in
the bar chart is color coded to indicate how many events of that type were reported
by each endpoint. For example, the beige portion of the bar indicates the number of
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endpoints that reported 1-4 events. Hover your mouse over the bar to see a
breakdown of the number of events per endpoint. Click a bar in the chart to load the
endpoints represented by that piece of the chart.
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Endpoint Event Breakdown
This chart displays the total number of events by the number of endpoints. Use this
chart to quickly identify the endpoints that are having the most problems in the
defined computer group.
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View CPU events
Click the CPU tab in the charts section to display charts that provide more information
about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported CPU events during the
selected time frame. These charts are designed to help you find patterns and
commonalities among the endpoints that are having issues in your environment. Two
charts display that show a summary of the reported events:
Top 10 Processes by Event Count
This chart shows the top ten processes with the highest number of CPU events and
the number of CPU events that are associated with each of those processes. The
process that consumes the highest amount of CPU for the duration of the event is
reported as the process associated with the event.
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Consider an example where you create an event rule in a profile to trigger an
event if the CPU use is above 90% for longer than 10 minutes. The CPU on an
endpoint that is targeted by that profile has CPU usage at 95% for an hour,
which generates a performance event. The highest process consumer during
that hour was badprocess.exe. Because badprocess.exe was the
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highest CPU consumer during that event, it is reported as the process that is
associated with the event in the chart. If several endpoints are reporting events
that are associated with badprocess.exe, you can investigate this process
further. For example, perhaps a recent upgrade touched this process and the
associated program needs to be tuned, or perhaps anti-virus software settings
are not configured correctly.
Top 10 Models with Events
This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported CPU events
and the number of endpoints with that model that reported a CPU event. An endpoint
is counted only once in the charts, even if that endpoint reported more than one CPU
event.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported a CPU event,
click View question results in Interact or Load Endpoints With CPU
Events. From there, you see a list of all endpoints that reported a CPU
event and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported an event. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints represented by
that bar in the chart.
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View memory events
Click the Memory tab in the charts section to display charts that provide more information
about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported memory events during the
selected time frame. Two charts display that show a summary of the reported events:
Top 10 Processes by Event Count
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This chart shows the top ten processes with the highest number of memory events
and the number of memory events that are associated with each of those processes.
The process that consumes the highest amount of memory for the duration of the
event is reported as the process associated with the event.
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Consider an example where you create an event rule in a profile to trigger an
event if the available memory is less than 50 MB for longer than 10 minutes.
The memory on an endpoint that is targeted by that profile has only 40 MB of
free memory for an hour, which generates a performance event. The highest
memory consumer during that hour was badprocess2.exe. Because
badprocess2.exe was the highest consumer of memory during that event,
it is reported as the process that is associated with the event in the chart.
Top 10 Models with Events
This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported memory
events and the number of endpoints with that model that reported a memory event.
An endpoint is counted only once in the charts, even if that endpoint reported more
than one memory event.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported a memory
event, click View question results in Interact or Load Endpoints With
Memory Events. From there, you see a list of all endpoints that reported
a memory event and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported an event. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints represented by
that piece of the chart.
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View disk capacity events
Click the Disk Capacity tab in the charts section to display a chart that provides more
information about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported disk capacity
events during the selected time frame. One chart displays that shows a summary of the
reported events:
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Top 10 Models with Events
This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported disk
capacity events and the number of endpoints with that model that reported a disk
capacity event. An endpoint is counted only once in the charts, even if that endpoint
reported more than one disk capacity event.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported a disk
capacity event, click View question results in Interact or Load
Endpoints With Disk Capacity Events. From there, you see a list of all
endpoints that reported a disk capacity event and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported a disk capacity event. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints
represented by that bar in the chart.
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View disk latency events
Click the Disk Latency tab in the charts section to display a chart that provides more
information about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported disk latency
events during the selected time frame. One chart displays that shows a summary of the
reported events:
Top 10 Models with Events
This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported disk
latency events and the number of endpoints with that model that reported a disk
latency event. An endpoint is counted only once in the charts, even if that endpoint
reported more than one disk latency event.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported a disk latency
event, click View question results in Interact or Load Endpoints With
Disk Latency Events. From there, you see a list of all endpoints that
reported a disk latency event and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported a disk latency event. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints
represented by that bar in the chart.
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View application crashes
Click the Application Crashes tab in the charts section to display charts that provide more
information about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported application
crashes during the selected time frame. Two charts display that show a summary of the
reported events:
Top 10 Models with Events
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This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported application
crashes and the number of endpoints with that model that reported an application
crash.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported an
application crash, click View question results in Interact or Load
Endpoints With Application Crashes. From there, you see a list of all
endpoints that reported an application crash and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported an application crash. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints
represented by that bar in the chart.

Top 10 Application Crashes
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This chart shows the top ten processes that caused a crash and the number of
crashes that occurred due to each of those processes.

View system crashes
Click the System Crashes tab in the charts section to display charts that provide more
information about endpoints in the defined computer groups that reported system crashes
during the selected time frame. Two charts display that show a summary of the reported
events:
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Top 10 Models with Events
This chart shows the top ten models with the highest number of reported system
crashes and the number of endpoints with that model that reported a system crash.
Note: If you want to see the full list of models that reported a system
crash, click View question results in Interact or Load Endpoints With
System Crashes. From there, you see a list of all endpoints that reported
a system crash and filter by model.
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Hover over a bar in the chart to see the exact number of endpoints with that model
that reported a system crash. Click a bar in the chart to load the endpoints
represented by that bar in the chart.

Top 10 Bug Check Codes
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This chart shows the top ten bug check error codes that caused a system crash and
the number of crashes that are due to each of those error codes. For more
information about these bug check codes, see Microsoft: Bug Check Code Reference.

Load endpoints
Below any chart, click Load Endpoints with [event type] to display a list of the endpoints
that reported that event. Use the Filter Events section to filter the results based on Model,
Operating System, Process Name, or Bug Checks. The available filters are based on the
selected chart.
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You can also click a bar in a chart to load the endpoints represented by that piece of the
chart.

Customize the results display
Click Customize Columns
columns are:
l

to add or remove columns from the results table. Possible

Events
The number of events for the selected chart (All, CPU, Memory, Disk Capacity, Disk
Latency, Application Crashes, or System Crashes) that occurred during the selected
Scope.

l

Computer Name

l

IP Address

l

Bitness (available only for All and CPU)

l

Is Virtual (available only for All and CPU)

l

Total Memory (available only for Memory)

l

Operating System

l

Model

l

l

Top Processes (available only for CPU and Memory)
The processes that consume the highest amount of memory or CPU, depending on
the chart that is selected, for the duration of the event are reported as the top
processes associated with the event.
Processes (available only for Application Crashes)
The process associated with the crash.

Action
If you installed Direct Connect, provides a link to connect to the endpoint.
Drag and drop the items in the Customize Columns list to change the order of the
columns in the results table. Click a column header to sort the results by that column.
l

Connect directly to an endpoint
Click Direct Connect to Endpoint in the Action column to connect directly to the
endpoint for further troubleshooting.
Note: You must have the Direct Connect solution installed and configured to use this
action. For more information, see Connecting directly to endpoints.
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View in Tanium Interact
Click View question results in Interact to open the question results in Interact. From
there, you can modify the question or drill down in the results to find more details about
the endpoints that reported an event.
You might want to use this feature to refine the data that is returned or to schedule an
action on the endpoints. For more information about working with the Question Builder,
see Tanium Console User Guide: Using the Question Builder. This button is available in the
event charts and lists of endpoints on the Events page.
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Connecting directly to endpoints
Use Direct Connect to connect directly to an endpoint to troubleshoot an issue with live
and historical data. You can use this data to:
l

Understand performance events that occured on that endpoint.

l

Visualize process-level resource consumption data from the time of an incident.

l

l

l

See what processes are currently running and the resources they are consuming. If
needed, you can kill one or more processes on the endpoint.
Access important attributes about the endpoint (such as model, CPU speed, memory
capacity, and disk space).
Download files from the endpoint to use for troubleshooting, such as log files.

Create a direct connection
Connect directly to an endpoint from the Direct Connect page. The Direct Connect page
displays detailed process and event information from the endpoint.
1. From the Performance menu, click Direct Connect.
2. Enter the Computer Name (as it displays in the Computer Name sensor) or IP address
for the endpoint in the Create a Direct Connection field.
3. Click Connect.
You can also connect to an endpoint from Performance by clicking Direct Connect to
Endpoint in the Action column of a chart. For more information, see Connect directly to
an endpoint.
The status of the connection displays at the top of the page. To end the current
connection, click Disconnect. If the connection ended due to a time-out, click Reconnect if
you want to connect to the endpoint again.

Click Time Zone to set the time zone for the data that is displayed on the page: UTC or
Browser local.
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Browse and download files from the endpoint
Use the file browser to download files that might be helpful for troubleshooting, such as
log files. You must be assigned the Performance Administrator role, the Performance
Operator role, or the Performance File Download permission to use this feature.
Note: File browsing and download requires Direct Connect 1.3.0 or later. To browse
or download files on Linux endpoints with XFS partitions, you must use Direct
Connect 1.5.0 or later.

Browse files
Click Browse File System to open the file browser.

From the File Browser page, you can manually enter the path to a directory and click Open
or select the directory from the list.
Note: Include the trailing slash when you manually enter a directory path.
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Download files
Manually enter the full path to a file and click Open or select a file from the list to download
it. The file is compressed and downloaded to your local browser download directory.

View the Live Process Monitor
Expand the Live Process Monitor section to view details about the processes currently
running on the endpoint. Columns with these details display by default: PID, Process, CPU,
WSS (Windows endpoints), RES (macOS and Linux endpoints), I/O Read Bytes (Windows
and Linux endpoints), and I/O Write Bytes (Windows and Linux endpoints).
Click Customize Columns to add columns that display additional details, such as CPU
(not normalized), Commit (Windows endpoints), VIRT (macOS and Linux endpoints), I/O
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Reads (Windows and Linux endpoints), I/O Writes (Windows and Linux endpoints), Handles
(Windows endpoints), FDs (Linux endpoints), Threads (macOS and Linux endpoints), and
Command Line (which shows the command line for the process).
Note: The CPU column shows the average CPU utilization for the process across all
cores on the endpoint. This value is normalized to display a percentage of 0-100. On
Windows endpoints, this normalized value usually matches what Task Manager
reports. Click Customize Columns and add the CPU (not normalized) column to
see the CPU utilization calculated as the 0-100 value multiplied by the number of
cores on the endpoint. This value provides insight into whether one core on the
endpoint might be over utilized by a process.

Kill a process on the endpoint
You can kill one or more processes on the endpoint, which might resolve performance
issues if a process hangs or uses too many resources. You must be assigned the
Performance Administrator role, the Performance Operator role, or the Performance Kill
Process permission to use this feature.
Note: The kill process action requires Direct Connect 1.3.0 or later.
Select one or more processes in the Live Process Monitor table and click Kill Process (or
Kill Processes for multiple processes).
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A confirmation prompt displays where you can click Kill Process, Force Kill Process, or
Cancel (Kill Processes, Force Kill Processes, or Cancel for multiple processes).

CAUTION: Killing a required system process on an endpoint could cause an
operating system stop error or kernel panic. Be aware of the potential
repercussions before you kill a process on an endpoint.

View endpoint information
Hover over the Info icon to view the details about the endpoint: Operating System,
Model, Serial Number, IP Address, Logical Processors, and Logged In Users.
The Resource Summary section displays the CPU, Memory, Network, and Disk
information.

Set the time frame for the data
Click to select a time frame for the displayed data: Past hour, Past 4 hours, Past 8
hours, Past day, Past 2 days, Past week, Custom.
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Select Custom or click Set Custom Scope to define a custom date and time (in UTC)
frame. After you set the custom date and time frame, click Apply Scope.

View the charts
Charts display that show performance information for the endpoint for the selected time
frame. You can expand and collapse the section for each chart.
Events
The Events section displays a grid with events that occurred on the endpoint during
the selected time frame and the associated Rule Type, Start Time, Duration, and
Details. Use the Filter items field to quickly filter the grid results.

In the Actions column, click Scope charts to time frame to scope the charts on the
page to the time frame in which the event occurred. If the event was associated with
specific processes, you can click Select top processes for this event in charts to
select only those processes in the subsequent process-related charts.
CPU
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The CPU section displays two charts:
l

l

Metrics: Displays several CPU-related metrics to show more detail about the
CPU use: CPU (%), User (%), Kernel (%), and Interrupt (%). Windows
endpoints also display DPC (%). For Linux and macOS endpoints, you can
select Load [1m], Load [5m], and Load [15m] to add those metrics to the chart.
Processes: Displays the processes that were running on the endpoint during
the selected time frame. Select the specific processes that you want to see in
the chart.
If the selected time frame is one day or less, you can click Select top processes
to select only the top processes for the selected time frame.
The top processes are the processes that consumed the highest amount of CPU
for the duration of the selected time frame.
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Memory
The Memory section displays two charts:
l

Metrics: Displays two memory-related metrics to show more detail about the
memory use: Available and Used. For Windows endpoints, you can select NonPaged Pool, Paged Pool, Pagefile Size, and Pagefile Used to add those
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metrics to the chart.
l

Processes: Displays the processes that were running on the endpoint during
the selected time frame. Select the specific processes that you want to see in
the chart.
If the selected time frame is one day or less, you can click Select top processes
to select only the top processes for the selected time frame.
The top processes are the processes that consumed the highest amount of
memory for the duration of the selected time frame.
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Network
Select an adapter from the drop-down menu. You can select the following metrics to
display information about that adapter: Receive Throughput (bps), Send
Throughput (bps), Receive Packets (pps), Send Packets (pps), Receive Discards
(pps), Receive Errors (pps), Send Discards (pps), and Send Errors (pps).

Disk
The most active disk drive is selected by default. You can select a different disk drive
from the drop-down menu. You can select the following metrics to display
information about that disk: Active (%), Read (%), Write (%), Read (Bps), Write
(Bps), Read Latency (ms), Write Latency (ms), Reads (ops), and Writes (ops).
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IO
Displays the IO usage by the processes that were running on the endpoint during the
selected time frame. Select the specific processes that you want to see in the chart. If
the selected time frame is one day or less, you can click Show Top Processes to
select only the top processes for the selected time frame. The top processes are the
processes that had the highest IO usage for the duration of the selected time frame.
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Application Crashes
Displays the application crashes that occurred on the endpoint during the selected
time frame. Use the Filter items field to quickly filter the grid results.
Note: The Application Crashes chart displays only for Windows endpoints.

System Crashes
Displays the system crashes that occurred on the endpoint during the selected time
frame. Use the Filter items field to quickly filter the grid results.
Note: The System Crashes chart displays only for Windows endpoints.

Working with charts
Click to zoom in the charts. The charts and associated time frame adjust to a shorter
range. For example, if the time range is set to Past Hour and the current charts display 15
minute increments from 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM, they shift to display 5 minute increments from
3:15 PM - 3:45 PM.
Click to zoom out the charts. The charts and associated time frame adjust to a longer
range. For example, if the time range is set to Past Hour and the current charts display 15
minute increments from 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM, they shift to display 30 minute increments from
3:15 PM - 3:45 PM.
Click to pan left in the charts. The charts and associated time frame shift to earlier times
in the predefined increments. For example, if the time range is set to Past Hour and the
current charts display 15 minute increments from 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM, they shift to display 15
minute increments from 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM.
Click to pan right in the charts. The charts and associated time frame shift to later times
in the predefined increments. For example, if the time range is set to Past Hour and the
current charts display 15 minute increments from 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM, they shift to display 15
minute increments from 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM.

Events annotations
Events annotations highlight the time span when an event occurred in red. Click the
annotation for more details about the event.
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You can turn events annotations on or off in the scope section.
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Troubleshooting Performance
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect log and other
relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a compressed ZIP file that you can download with your
browser.
1. From the Performance Home page, click Help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Collect the troubleshooting package. Click Generate Support Package. When the ZIP
file is ready, click Download Support Package.
3. Attach the ZIP file to your Tanium Support case form or send it to your TAM.

Check the action group
Performance requires two actions to report metrics from an endpoint:
First, an action must run to install the performance tools on the endpoint. This action
should run about an hour after an endpoint is added to a computer group that is
included in the Performance action group. The scheduled action is named
Performance - Distribute Tools [Operating System].
Second, when a profile is saved, an action must run to drop the profile (if it is new) or
update the profile (if it is modified) on the targeted endpoints. This action should run
about an hour after the profile is created or modified. The name of this scheduled
action is Performance - Distribute profile Profile Number [Operating System].
Complete these steps to verify the computer groups that are included in the Performance
action group:
1. From the Performance Home page, in the Configure Performance section, click the
Add Computer Groups step and click Add Computer Groups.
2. Review the computer groups that are listed in the Computer Group Targets field.
3. If needed, click Edit to make changes.
4. If you made changes, click Save.
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To check the status of the Performance action group and saved actions, click Info
Performance Home page and look at the values in the Performance Tools SA and
Performance Tools SA sections.

on the

Check the Trends client
If you do not see the Performance board when you attempt to import it from the Trends
gallery, check the status of the Trends client in Performance. Click Info on the
Performance Home page, and check the Trends Client section to see whether the Trends
client is started.

Monitor and troubleshoot Performance Coverage
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Performance coverage metric
might report endpoints as Needs Attention or Unsupported, and corrective actions you
can make.
Contributing factor

Corrective action

Endpoints do not have a
Performance profile installed

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. The results from this question will tell
you why an endpoint was classified as Needs Attention.

If the status for the endpoint is Needs Profile, check that the
computer groups in your profiles cover all of the endpoints that
you want to monitor.
Endpoints do not have the
Performance tools installed

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. The results from this question will tell
you why an endpoint was classified as Needs Attention.

If the status for the endpoint is Needs Tools, ensure that all
operating systems supported by Performance are included in the
Performance and Direct Connect action groups. Membership in
these action groups determines which endpoints receive the
Performance and Direct Connect tools, which are required for
Performance operations.
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Contributing factor

Corrective action

Endpoints do not have a
supported version of the
Tanium Client installed

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. The results from this question will tell
you why an endpoint was classified as Needs Attention.
If the status for the endpoint is Not Configured with details that
state Needs Tanium Client Upgraded, upgrade the Tanium Client
on the endpoint to a version that is supported by Performance. For
a list of supported versions, see Requirements.

Endpoints do not have
enough free disk space

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. The results from this question will tell
you why an endpoint was classified as Needs Attention.
If the status for the endpoint is Not Configured with details that
state Needs More Disk Space, free up disk space on the endpoint.
A minimum of 500 MB of free disk space is required.

The Tanium TSDB is disabled
on the endpoint

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. The results from this question will tell
you why an endpoint was classified as Needs Attention.
If the status for the endpoint is Not Configured with details that
state that Tanium TSDB is disabled, check to confirm that the
endpoint is currently targeted by a profile. If the endpoint is
currently targeted by a profile, but the Performance Configured sensor still reports that Tanium TSDB is disabled on
the endpoint, contact your TAM for assistance.

Endpoints are not running a
supported operating system

In Interact, ask the Get Performance - Configured from
all machines question. If the result of this question is
Unsupported, the endpoint operating system is not supported by
Performance.
For a list of supported operating system versions, see Supported
Operating Systems.

Monitor and troubleshoot Endpoints with Critical Performance Events
The following table lists contributing factors into why the endpoints with critical
performance events metric might be higher than expected, and corrective actions you can
make.
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Contributing factor
Resource intensive software

Corrective action
l
l

l

Consult the vendor.
Investigate other software interference (security software
exclusions).
Investigate commonalities in software versions on affected
machines.

Poorly performing hardware

Consider replacing the models or upgrading their hardware.

Event thresholds poorly
defined

Consider raising thresholds and durations in one or more profiles.

System Crashes

Low Disk Capacity

l

Check for out-of-date driver versions.

l

Research causes of numerous bugcheck IDs.

l

Out of date BIOS or Firmware versions.

l

Out of date or known bad kernel-mode drivers.

l

Faulty hardware.

l

Investigate what is using disk space.

l

Free up disk space.

l

Increase disk space available to users.
l Expand virtual volumes.
l

Application Crashes

l
l

Upgrade disks in physical machines.

Consult the software vendor
Use the file browser in Direct Connect sessions to retrieve log or
dump files and investigate them.

Uninstall Performance
If you need to uninstall Performance, first clean up the Performance artifacts on endpoints
and then uninstall Performance from the server.

Remove Performance content and tools from endpoints
Each operating system has its own remove action. Therefore, you must select a group of
endpoints for cleanup that has the same operating system.
1. From the Main menu, click Interact.
2. Ask a question to target the endpoints from which you want to remove Performance
content and tools. For example, Get Performance - Tools Version from all
machines.
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3. Select the row for the endpoints from which you want to remove the Performance
profile (Windows Package Installed, Mac Package Installed, or Linux Package
Installed).
4. Click Deploy Action.
5. On the Deploy Action page, enter Performance - Remove in the Enter package name
here field.
6. Select the Performance - Remove Profile operating system action, where operating
system matches the operating system of the endpoints that you selected.
7. Click Show preview to continue.
8. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints
for your action. If you are satisfied with the results, click Deploy Action.
9. Return to Interact. If your question results are still available, select the row for the
endpoints from which you want to remove the Performance tools. If they are not,
reissue the Get Performance - Tools Version from all machines question and
then select the appropriate row.
10. On the Deploy Action page, enter Performance - Remove in the Enter package name
here field.
11. Select the Performance - Remove Tools operating system action, where operating
system matches the operating system of the endpoints that you selected.
12. Click Show preview to continue.
13. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints
for your action. If you are satisfied with the results, click Deploy Action.

Remove the Performance solution from the Tanium Module Server
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Performance section, click Uninstall.
3. Review the content that will be removed and click Uninstall.
4. Depending on your configuration, enter your password or click Yes to start the
uninstall process.
5. Return to the Tanium Solutions page and verify that the Import button is available
for Performance.
Note: By design, the uninstall process does not remove Performance content
(actions, packages, saved questions, and sensors) so that other solutions are not
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impacted if they use this content. If you are sure that this content is not being used
by any other solutions, you can manually remove it.
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Reference: Event Rules
Use event rules to specify the heuristic parameters for which the targeted endpoints report
performance events.
You can configure these event rules:
l

Application Crashes

l

Available Memory

l

CPU Critical

l

Disk Capacity

l

Disk Latency

l

System Crashes

Profiles and the event rules that they contain do not determine what data is collected on
endpoints. The same data is monitored on all endpoints that a profile targets. Profiles
determine which conditions on the endpoint generate a negative performance event.
After you add an event rule to a profile, select and configure the heuristics that you want to
monitor.

Application Crashes
You can monitor this event rule only on Windows endpoints.
This event rule monitors the Windows Event Log for targeted endpoints. An event occurs if
an application crashes.

Available Memory
You can monitor this event rule on Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints.
You can create event rules for available memory by MB, percentage of total memory, or
both.
Available Memory is a measurement of the amount of memory available to be immediately
allocated to programs. Paging occurs when an endpoint runs low on available memory,
which puts a load on disks and might result in workstation slowdowns or hangs. Monitor
available memory to detect when programs might not have enough available memory to
run without paging.
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In the Duration field, specify the amount of time that the specified conditions must be
present to trigger a performance event.

CPU Critical
The CPU Critical event rule contains three heuristics:
1. CPU Utilization and Kernel Time monitoring is supported Windows, macOS, and
Linux endpoints. With this heuristic, you can monitor:
l CPU Utilization: Monitor CPU utilization to detect CPU contention.
l

Kernel Time: Monitor kernel time to detect when the CPU is spending too much
time on kernel mode operations.
CPUs operate in two modes: kernel mode and user mode. Kernel mode is
typically used for core operating system functions, I/O, and filter driver
operations. If the CPU on an endpoint spends the majority of time on kernel
mode operations, little CPU time is available for user mode operations, which
might cause a negative performance condition.

2. DPC time monitoring is supported only for Windows endpoints.
If you configure an event rule for DPC time, processor DPC for targeted endpoints is
monitored. Specify the highest DPC time that is allowed on an endpoint before a
performance event occurs. An unusually high amount of time spent on deferred
procedure calls on an endpoint could indicate a processor bottleneck or driver
problem.
3. Load Average monitoring is supported only for macOS and Linux endpoints.
If you configure an event rule for Load Average, the load average for targeted
endpoints is monitored. Specify the load average that is allowed on an endpoint
before a performance event occurs.
The load average is an exponential average of the number of processes in a running
or waiting state. This metric is a standard UNIX method for detecting CPU contention.
This rule monitors the 15 minute load average for the CPU. If the load average is
equal to the number of cores on an endpoint, the CPU usage is at its maximum
capacity.
In the Duration field, specify the amount of time that the specified conditions must be
present to trigger a performance event.

Disk Capacity
You can monitor this event rule on Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints.
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You can create an event rule for free disk space by MB, percentage of total disk capacity, or
both.
Disk capacity is a measurement of the free space on the disk. When disks run low on space,
fragmentation increases. Fragmented disks contribute to slow response times.

Disk Latency
You can monitor this event rule on Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints.
You can create event rules for Read Latency, Write Latency, or both.
Disk latency is a measurement of the average amount of time that a disk operation (read or
write) takes to complete. Acceptable values vary by drive.
In the Duration field, specify the amount of time that the specified conditions must be
present to trigger a performance event.

System Crashes
You can monitor this event rule only on Windows endpoints.
This event rule monitors the Windows System and Event Logs for targeted endpoints. An
event occurs if the system crashes.
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